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Abstract
Although

't 's an all too common and senous offense. auto theft has not received much attention by

the research commuruty -;-ni.s 1s somewhat surpnsing given \\s vast prevalence The ponce need new
approaches to address auto theft, for while most vcrnclcs are recovered by podcc, very few results 1n an arrest
One recent innovation which could help address this problem is License Plate Recognition (LPR) technology.
PERF's proposcd 27-month study will advance the field through a !arge scale randomized experiment in Mesa
AZ, grounded in a hot spot policing framework and the 'journey-after-crime' literature, and fill a gao in our
understanding of the effectiveness of LPR technology. Using a combination of quantitative and qual!tative
research methods we will conduct our action researcr1 pro:ect (of close col!aborat1on between researchers and
practitioners) in four stages baseline data collection on the 'ocation of all the hot spots transit routes, and
destinat!on points for auto theft activity in Mesa; subsequent development of a pl&cement and patrol pattern
strategy for using the LPR technology; implementation of an experimental design and collection of postintervent!on rrieasures, analysis and reporting /\fter identifying 128 hotspot transit routes. v1e vvlll 1andoff1iy
assign half to receive an LPR enhanced patrol stralegv and the other half to a control condition. In total we will
riave 512 unique observation windows (eacr, lasting 4 monthsi For our Hierarchical Linear Model (HLM)
analyses we will have 128 unique olaces to examine the effects of LPRs being introduced then withdrawn over
four successive four month periods Each of the 128 pi aces would be used for a seven day period, four times
over a 64 week period (with 16 week replenishing gaps)
We will collect five types of data for this project: lvlesa Police Department (MPD) date, MPD auto theft
database records and GIS information, insurance data, prosecutor/court data, and qualitative interviews with
MPD personnel. Using a longitudinal design, we will collect data before the intervention, each day of the 7-day
intervention period, and one month and four months after each '1ntervenr1on. In addition to trad1f1onal research
products, PERF will develop a set of policy-focused documents that addresses the need among police
departments for practical information that is useful for guiding the implementation of more effective strategies.
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A Random:zed Experiment of License Plate Recognition Technology in Mesa ..AZ
L

Purpose, goals, and objectives:

The Police ExecJtive Research Forum (PERF) proposes to conduct a randomized expenmen:ai
eva;uation of the Mesa Police Department (MPD) License P:ate Recognition (LPR) program Using an
'aciion research' mode! of close collaboration between researchers and practitioners, we wdl produce a set
of find•ngs to help police target their resources and improve their tactics in combating auto theft The
purpose of this 27 -month study is to provide high-quality scientific evidence concerning the effectiveness of
usmg LPR technology dunng regular patrol activities in auto theft "hot spot' transit routes compared to
regular patroi without the use of LPR technology in comparable transit routes. Our long-term goal is to help
increase the capacrty of ',aw enforcement to combat auto theft. We viii! do this by increasing knowledge
about the efficacy of LPR technology by employing rigorous evaluation methods. Our objectives are:
1. To produce useful oract1cal infocmation to auide tQe us§__of L.PR tec,hnology bv law enforcement.
in order to provide policy guidance to ponce on con:bating auto theft. the current dearth of research data on
prornising tec\1noiogy tools such as LPR systems, needs to be addressed Our pnrnary ::ypothesis is triat
the use of LPR technology increases the num;ber o' stolen vehicles, both occupied and unoccup,ed, which
are recovered by tne police 1n randomiy assigned auto theft hot spots. We wili assess through geo-coded
police data ii displacement/ Mfusion emerges in nearby areas. Our second hypothesis. assuming that LPR
use increases the number of stolen vehicles recovered, 1s that the number of auto theft suspects arrested
and successfully prosecuted should increase. This would be an important accomplishment. for clearance
rates for auto theft are very low throughout the US. Our third hypothesis is that lPR use will reduce the
time between when an auto the~ 1s raported and when the vehicle is recovered Our fourth hypothes'rs is
that a reduced stolen-to-recovery time will reduce the damage to a 'ecovered car and its costs to victims.
2. To oroduce useful oolicy-related information to more qenerallv assist law enforcement It is
because of the great diversity of auto theft hot spots and policing in the United States that we believe an

1n\ensive approach witr, detailed data on a single smal! geographic area is necessary The use of a single
site wili help control for such diversity. However there are certain human rnteractions occurring in all auto
theft hot spots, and a number of general lessons wili emerge from this project that can help inform poi icy
makers :n a large number of communities. Our study will also act as a template for communities ou:s1de
Mesa AZ and provide them with the important questions and approaches they should be exploring
Strengths of our siudy Our rnultidisc1pr!nary team 1s urnquely qualified to conduct a rigorous
evaluation of LPR devrces. PERF staff members have extensive experience and national recognitron in
criminal Justice, policing research and management, and experimental design and analysis Our consu!trng
partners at Texas State University and TSS are highly skilled rn handling the specialized nature of our dala
(including analyz;ng geographical data and data that 1s hlerarch1callnested). PERF has secured the
necessary support from the MPD - an agency with which PERF has a preexisting strong protessiona!
relationship bui11 on previous project work This experience with the MPD is an asset, for this project
requires close collaboration between the researchers and police staff, Th's study will advance the fie!d by
building on the hot spot policing and the 'journey-after-crime' literature We will study a relatrvely new
technology that anecdotally appears to be producing very promising results, but has yet le be subjected to
rntens1ve experimenta1 evaluation. To ennance mterpretab:liry. we will focus our research in a single city
with a very serious au10 thefi problem (providing an ample number of caseslstat'sticai power for our
analyses), and use multiple outcome measures (almost air of which will be available for our eni1re satnpie).

ii. Literature review
Problem of auto theft Although it 1s an all too common and serious offense, auto theft has not
received much attention by the research community (Walsh and Taylor, 2007 Maxfield, 2004; Clarke and
Harris, 1992; Rice and Smith, 2002; Herzog, 2002). This is somewhat surprising given its vast prevalence
throughout the country. Nationwide in 2005, there were an estimated 1.2 million motor vehicle thefts (FBI,
2

2007). Accordrng to the FB!'s Uniform Cnme Reports (UCR), property loss as a result of moto•· vehicle theft
totaled $7.6 bi!lion for 2005 (FB!, 2007) accounting for 11% of Part! offenses recorded by the FBI (Lamm
Weisel, et a!, 2006). The volume of vehicle then rose from the mid-1980s to the early 1990s and then
began to decline (Newman, 2004 ). While the data indicate a downward trend 1n vehicle theft since the
r 990s, th's is largely the result of a number of enhancements to vehicle security at the manufacturer level
(Newman 2004). However. motor vehicle theft remains a srgnificant problem for the police across the US.
Although neariy 67% o' vehicles are recovered. most thefts do not result in an arrest (FB! 2007). The
arrest rate for auto !heft nationwide was oniy about i 3~1c rn 2005 (FB!. 2007') One :ecent iOnovation \Nhich
could serve as a use'ui tool for law enforcement ;n combating this serious problem is LPR technology
Ucense P\ate Rernonition {LPR) technoloay LPR is a relatively new technology in the U.S but
has been used fo' many years in Europe to prevent crimes from auto theft to terrorism (Gordon, 2006).
LPR is bassd on optical character-recognition technology originally developed in Italy for sorting letters and
parcels and later extended to reading !icense piates. LPRs serve as a mass surveillance system for
reading license plates

on veh1c1es using a system oi algorithms, opticai character recognition, cameras,

and databasss. Through high-speed camera systems mounted to police cars, LPR systems scan license
piates

in

rea! time. and compare them agarnst a database of stolen vehicles, and alert police personnel to

any matches Under "Description of Intervention,' we provide a detailed description of LPR technology.
The country with the greatest amount of experience with LPR technology 1s the

uv:. having used

LPRs to aid 1n responding to attacks by the IR/1 in the "r990s (Manson, 2006). In fact, the Home Ofke has
made £32 5 million available ro British poiice for the years 2005-07 for the use of LPR (see
http.//police.homeofflce gov.uk). One of the first U'r< agencies to use LPR was Northamptonshire in the
first year of using LPR, officers stopped 3,591 vehicles which yielded 601 arrests, and produced £500,000
in revenue from untaxed vehicles (Innovation Group, 2005). Also, a 17-percent reduciion in vehicle-related
crime was recorded in the first six months. In another UK piiot, officers used LPR to recover £2.75 million

3

in

stolen vehicles/goods. seize £100.000 worth of drugs. and achieve an arrest rate more than 10 times the

nationa: UK average (PA Consulling Group, 2004)
Cu1renti.y 1n the IJ S . l~PR systems are be 1.ng utilized at toll booths 1n

par~1ng

areas/structures. ·1n

traffic studies. and for building security In 2004, the Ohio highway Patcol attached LPR devices to tell
plazas (Patch, 2005). and after four months recovered 24 stolen vehicles and made 23 arrests. When
compared to the same time period in 2003. this represented

a 50-percent increase in stolen vehicle

recovenes with a combined total of $221,000 in recovered property In a pilot test of LPR software
conducted by the Washington Area Vehicle E:nforcement Uni!, that agency recovered 8 cars, found 12
sto:en plates, and made 3 arrests rn a s1ngie sr,ift (Mci'adden, 2004) Based on the

t~IJ

solicitation. a small

number of other agencies have recently i'llplemented the technology 1r single police vehicles, with the
Sacramento Police Department having nearly 3 years of experience with LPRs, and the Los Angeles Police
having equipped 36 ve:iicles with LPRs.
/\!'.hough LPR systems have documented benefits, there are also limitations. First, inaccuracies
may arise due to plates that are bent, are covered with certain ref!ect1ve material. are positioned high (as
on certain trucks), are very old, or are obscured by common obstructions suci1 as trailer hitches, mud and
snow. and vanity plate covers (see McFadden, 2005). Some states have addressed these issues by
making certain obstructions of license plates Illegal. Next, one reason why the LPR system was successful
in the UK is the uniformity of the UK license plate design Plate designs in the U S vary by state and even
within states. Databases that are not up-to-date could result in the system providing false "hits" Also.
there may be some concerns about invasion of privacy Issues, potential abuse, and erroneous traffic stops.
However. an important advantage to this technology is that it does not raise concerns about racial or ethnic
discrimination. As op~osed to some profiling approaches, plates are examined for all passing vehicles, and
the system only aierts the officer if the vehicle is stolen.

4

There nave been only a smali number of pilot evaluaiions of LPR programs (and none with
ngorous experimental methods) and the situation with evaluations of other auto theft prevention programs
iS

not much better While they are greater m number (see Barclay et a!. 1995; Burrows and Heal. 1980:

Decker and Synuff. 2003 Poyner 1991. Maxfield. 2004, lvlayhew C!arke and Hough. 1980 Plouffe
Research Bureau Limited 1977 Rlfey, 1980 and Sampson 2004) none of these auto related evaluations
applied randomized experrmenta! designs or rigorous quasi-experimental methods

in

the:r evaluations

However 1n the more general area of hot spot policing an impressive body of rigorous research has
emerged Given the focus of our evaluatror. on hot spot transit routes, which are used as thoroughfares to
move stolen vehicles. we will build upon the hot spot policing iiterature and a new emerging area known as
"journey-after-crime" anaiyses for our proposed study.
Hot Spots Policinq and placement o! LPRs In the Mmneapolis Hot Spots Experiment (Sherman
and We1sburd, 1995) the concep: of hot spots was first formally tested Drawing upon empirical evidence
that crime was cluste1·ed in discrete hot spots (Pierce et al. 1988 Sherman et al. 1989), Sherman and
We1sburd found that preventive patrol was more effective when it was more tightly focused. More recently
Braga (2001 2005) presents evidence frorn five randomized controlled experirnents and four ouasiexJenn1entai designs that not spots policing Drograrns generate crims control gain3 vJit~out significantly
dispiacir.g uime to other iclcations These cnrne prevention effects were reported at general crime hot spots
(Sherman and We1sburd. 1995), high-ac::v!ty v1o!ent crime places (Braga et al. 1999), gun violence hot
spots (Shennan and Rogan, 1995), 2nd drug markets (Weisburd and Green, 1995). Wh!le none of these
above studies were focused on reducing auto theft, the same !ogle that led to successful outcomes br
these hot spot interventions should apply to our experimental evaluation of LPRs in fvlesa.
In considering the placement of LPRs in our study, we will buiid on the existing literature on the
geographic concentration of auto thefts (see Barclay et aL, 1995; Cooes, 1999; Fleming et aL, 1995; Henry
and Bryan, 2000; Plouffe and Sampson, 2004; Potchak, fv1cCioin and Zgoba, 2002; Rengert, 1996; Rice
5

and Smith, 2002). Spatial analyses of crrme have generally examined two different but related aspects (1)
the spatial patiems of\he offense \ocations (e.g. Cragiia. Hairnng and Wries 2000 Levine and Associates
2000): and (2) the spatial patterns of the oaths related to crime activities (also known as the 'journey-tocrme') (e.g., Sm:th 1976 Phillips 1980 Costanzo, Halperin. and Gale 1986, Wiles and Costello 2000)
Within the 1ourney-to-auto theft iiterature researchers have reported that most auto thieves travel relatively
short d'stances to steal vehicles (Levine and llssoc:ates 2000). Moreover. certain locations receive more

auto thefts than do ether locations (e.g. Y.ennedy '980 White 1990). due to env'1ronmental characteristics
that are very attractive m auto threves For example, n a study in Chula Vista, CA the researchers (Plouffe
1

and Sampson. 2004) identified 10 hot soots that accounted for 23% of the city's vehicle thefts in 2001.
Rice and Smith (2002) found that vehicle theft was higher in areas close to pools o' motivated offenders,
where social control mechanisms were lacking, and where there were suitable targets such as bars, gas
stations. motels and other businesses. A number of studies have identified non-residential locations as hot
spots for vehicle theft, including parking lots c!ose to interstate highways (Plouffe and Sampson, 2004),
hrgh-traftic areas (Rice and Sm:th, 2002). areas nsar schools (Kennedy, Poulson and Hodgson, n d ), mall
parking lots (Henry and Bryan 2000; and entertainment venues (Rengert 1996)
Of direct relevance to our proposed project ls a newer area ot research in the criminal trevei
patterns literature, pioneered by Professor Yongmet Lu (one ot our oro1ect consultants), that exammes the
spatial patterns of stoien·vehtcie recoveries and the 1ourney-after crime" The 1ourney-after-crime is an
offender's trip with the stolen vehicle rn order to realize :ts expected utiiity, such as a trrp to sell or str'lp the
vehicle a trip to another offense (e.g., a robbery). or a 1oy-ride (Lu, 2003). Dr. Lu demonstrated how GIS
and Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis can be extended from journey-to-crime to journey-after-err me
analyses in a study of 3,271 vehicle theft offenses in 1998 in Buffalo (see Lu, 2003). First, Lu (2003) drew
theoretical support for her approach from Rational Choice Theory (Clarke, 1983; Cornish, 1993) and
Routine Activity Theory (Cohen and Felson, 1979). /l,lso, Lu (2003) built on t'ne work of one of the only
6

other published studies of spatial patterns of stolen-vehicle recovenes, completed by caVigne, Fleury, and
Szakas (2000), 1n which the researchers designed search strategies to track stolen vehic!es taken to 'cilop
shops' La Vigne et af (2004) found that the location a car was stolen and the location where it was
recovered was valuable in determining two important spatial components: the distance and direction after
an auto theft_ In Lu's analyses (2003) she found that auto thieves' trips from vehicle-thett locations to
vehicle-recovery locations were mostly local in nature_ with travel distances significantly shorter than
randomly simulated tnps and she recommended that Do!ice responding to auto theft shoutd cneck nearby
locations first Dr_ Lu found that the difference in travel direction between observed and simulated trips was
a combined result of both the criminals' spatial perception and the city s geography (e g , street networks)
Also relevant for consider:ng the placement of LPRs is explorng the distribution of the types of
motor vehicle theft occurring 111 our study area_ The type of thefts occurring in Mesa will help expla1r our
journey-after-crime analyses_ For examp!e, if joyriding turns out to be among the most common types of
vehrcie theft in Mesa_ as in many cities_ we mignt see particular patterns in our journey-after-crime
analyses_ tor 1oynding is associated with higher and more rapid recovery rates (Clarke and Harris, 1992),
However one study found the most common type of auto theft 1n Arizona (as a whole) was for sport utility
veriiclss and pickup trucks Jrn- use in smuggling operations across the Mexican border. (ACJC, 2004),
Th's research proposal w:li advance the field through a large-scale randomized experiment in
Mesa, AZ, grounded in a hot spot policing framework and the 'journey-aher-crirne' licerature, to study an
understudied area of the eftects of LPR devices_ The participation of the MPD s important, for they are
contending with a serious auto theft problem and are comm:tted to using the LPR device to address it
PERF has an established history of collaborating with the MPD, which has pledged the highest level of
support (see letter from the Chief of the Mesa PD in Appendix E) to assess this important technology,
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iii. Research design and methods
1. Design Overview:

Using a combinatron of quantitative and qualitative research methods we wili conduct our action
research project :n four stages (see Exhibit 1 tor a visual depiction of our· movement through the stages).
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we will coiiect baseiine data on the location ot all the hot spots tor auto theft activity and

transit routes 111 Mesa, AZ and will geocode these p!aces Based on discussions with the MPD detectives
and crime analysts, we anticipate that there wili be well over 150 hot spot transit routes in tne city of Mesa.
Our goai. based on a power analysis will be to detect i 28 such hot spot transit routes using 'journey·aftercnme" spatial analyses (see anaiysis section) and venfying cur quantitative work with the experiences of
MPD auw theft detectives and patro officers. We wll 'hen collect existing police data on these 128 piaces
focusing on ('1) the r1ature of the auto theft problem. (2) police tactics used to combat the probiem, (3) the
police departments expectations on the rmpact of these tactics, and (4) the actual impact on the problem.
In Stage 2, we will present the results of our baseline data to the MPD and work with them to
develop a placement and patrol pattern strategy for the LPRs and a response plan to catch stolen vehicles
once there is an LPR "hit" In addit'ron to highlighfrng promising approaches from our basel'rne data, we also
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wil! present the results of our literature review and
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set of 'best practices'' used rn other ;urlsdrctions. In

Stage 3, we will implement our experrmental design That is, half of the 128 places (64 ho\ spot transit
routes) studied in Stage 1 vvili be rancomiy assigned to rece:ve the LPR enhanced patrol strategy. and the
other nail would be 2ssrgned to the control condition ,n Stage 4, we will collect our post test measures of
the effects of the LPR tecrrnology conduct data analysis, and report our results
2. Research Site: We will conduct this study in the city of Mesa, Arizona with the Mesa Police Department
(MPD). Spanning 125 square miies Mesa 1s located 'rn Maricopa County and is part of the Phoenix-MesaScotlsdale Metrooolitan Area, Founded rn 1878, Mesa is the third-largest city in Arizona, after Phoenix and
Tucson, Mesa is one oi the United States' fastest-growing cities, and currently ranks as the 41st-largest In
2005 the mid-decade U S Census survey estimated the city's population to be 442,780 Though a
subwban city, Mesa actually has a Iaeger population than many better-Known cities. Despite its large
poculation Mesa has a decrdediy bedroom-corrmurity. sprawi-like character Like many large cities, Mesa
has a considerable auto theft problem F:rst. the state of Anzona as a whole is currenty ranked fourth in
the nation 1n actual nun1ber of vehicles stoien There are a number of reasons that contribute to the vehicle
theft problem in lvlesa and tne state of Anzona as a whoie (Arizona Automobile The!t Authority, 2006),
First Mesa and other cities in Arizona have experienced a dramatic populat1or rncraase over the past 20 w
25 years (Arrzona Automobile Theft Authorrty. 2006), wrth transrency arising from the many multi-lamily
l1ousing units found in Mesa In these types of residential areas, vehicles are at greater nsk to be stolen
Due to the dry, moderate climate 1n Arizona. vehicles also tend to maintain higher value than in other areas
of the U.S. Also, the close proximity with Mexico allows thieves to get easy access to a foreign shipping
point. There are seven official ooris-of-entry along the 354-mile Arizona-Mexico border, and major
California seaports are less than eight hours away,
The number of auto thefts in Mesa since 1999 has gone up fairly dramatically (see Chart in
Appendix G), In 1999 there were 2,851 auto thefts, which increased for three successive years unti'i
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reaCn;ng a high of 5,089 rn 2002 and dropp·1ng to 4,563 rn 2003 and 3.745 in 2004 and increasing again in
2005 to 4.248. With close to 100 auto thefts per week in Mesa, there wili be a large pool of cases on which
the LPR can have a potential impact making Mesa an attractive site from a research perspective A.Isa. like
many poitce departments, MPD is able to arrest oniy a small percentage of the auto thieves. In 2000, MPD
arrested 186 individuals for vehicle theft. 194 rn 2001, 245 in 2002, 360 m 2003. 278 in 2004, and 253 in
2005 The se!ection of a large urban area is lrnportant tor vehic~e theft is predominate~y an urban probiern

(see C1arke and harris 1992). The 2003 National Cr'rna V1crim1zation Survey suggests that househoids

1n

urban areas have rates of vehicle theft that are more than three times the rate of rural areas (BJS, 2004)
Additionally, the MPD has an extensive history of working with outside organ:zations on research
pro1ects to identify effective crime reducton strategies. PER", at the time of this submission. is completing
a comprehensive management review of the department. The MPD has expressed a strong interest in
serving as a sits for this study and has agreed to the use of random assignment (see letter of support).
Wi'h over 800 sworn off1cer-s, this agency possesses the resources that wif: allow us to undertake a largescale study targeting the oroblem of auto theft. a persistent problem for most law enforcement agencies.
3. Description of Intervention/Treatment Based on discussion wrth MPC the lag time it takes before a
vehicle 1s repo11ed to the police as stolen and entered into the MPD database precfudes our team from
using

t~e

LPR device in the specific hot soot zones where vehicles are aclual!y typically stolen. Instead.

we wili use "Journey-after-crirne' spatial analyses to identify alf the transit routes in Mesa where auto
thieves typically drive stolen vehicres (including dumping/destination points). Next. half of these transit
routes/destination points

v~!I

be randomfy assigned to receive LPR enhanced patrol and ir'e other half to a

control condition which wlil receive only routine/regular patrol deployment without any LPR enhancements.
Our objective is to assess the effectiveness of LPR technology- not intensive patrol versus non-intensive
patrol. To assure a fair comparison, the "control" area officers will be told to enter license plate numbers
into their computers manually and iook for stolen cars in their designated area at similar intensity levels as
10

the 'treatment" area officers Our team has the experience to work carefully with the MPO to assure that
the only difference between the groups wili be the use of LPR That rs, manually an officer might check a
hundred piates per day, but the LPR will do the 1ob automatically and scan thousands per day,
!here are a number of LPR devices on the marKet The MPO has been working with the
~emrngton

Elsag Mobile License Plate System (Model MPH-900S) and has had very good experiences

with the ,Droduct and related suppor1 services. MPD expects to buy one more LPR device over the next few

months Our study des:gn calls for four LPRs for use across a!I shifts (2417) and we have budge:ed for lhe
purchase of two Remrngton Elsag Mobiie _icense Plate Systems (REMLPS).
Trie REMLPS operates independently of the officer on board (in the
background) and works at patrol and highway speeds, with tlie capabinty to
handie oncoming differential speeds in excess of 120MPH and passing
speeds 1n excess of 75MPH, Two infrared cameras mounted on a cruiser take
photos of passing license piates The cameras are triggered by lhe reflective
materiai rn :he plate. A laptop computer (see above) uses character-recognition software to determine the
retters and numbers of the license plate That plate is then checked against a daily "hot list" of stolen
vehrcies and stolen license plates for the stats of Arizona. An alarm sounds for each possible match The
officer then verities the accuracy by looking at the tag before laking any actior The RE ML PS is abie to

'ead up to 4 lanes of traffic with a s1ngie veh!Cie and can read 8.000 to 10.000 plates in 1ust one shift with
1ust a singie vehicle moun'. 'he REMLPS has built-in capab;',ity to commun'1cate vA'.h a poiice operations
center for alarm notification and throughout tr1e day for database update. The RE1v1LPS aiso has a
GPSltime stamping function which records tne GPS coordinates and time for every plate it reads.
4 Experimental Design: \/Ve propose to use an experimental design with random assignment to either an
LPR enhanced condition or to a regular patrol condition (the control group). After identifying 128 hot spot
transit routes (see above), we will randomly assign half (n=64) to receive an LPR enhanced patroi strategy

and the other half (n=64) to a control condition In total we w11! have 512 unique observation windows of 4
months for the study. with the LPR treatment occurring 1n 256 places and no LPR occurring in 256 control
places For our Hierarch'cal linear models (HLM) we wil! have 128 unique places to examine what happens
when trealment 1s introduced and then w11hdrawn over tour successive four-month periods. Each ot the 128
places will be used for seven days four times over a 64-week period (one year and three months) with 16week replenisr;1ng gaps (see Appendix H for a table outlining this process) in between (when no LPR
technology will be applied and the pool of stolen vehicles can be polentia!iy reestablished). The unit of
assignment and unit of analysis (for most models) will be hot spot transit routes. Before implementation of

the LPR rntervention, hot spot transit routes will be assigned to conditions according to computer generated
random numbers (see Shadish, el al. 2002). Procedures will be put in place to monitor the integrity of the
assignrnent process (and monitor for expectancy. novelty, disruption, and ioca! history) and lo measure and
statistically control for any contamination (especially for ho; soots contiguous with each other).
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5. Longitudinal design: In order to measure changes in hot spot transit routes, we plan to collect data
before the intervention. on each day of the 7-day 1ntervent1on period. one month after each intervention,
and four months aite• each interve1tion (the end of the ':epienishing penod"i We wi!' create a linked
lo0g1tud1nal analysis file that contains contemporaneous measures for each hot spot thoroughfare at each
of these points in time. The advantages of longitudinal data include: reduc':m of sampling variability in
estimates of change. measures of gross change for each sample unit. and collection of data in a time
sequence that cla::fies the direction as well as the magrntude of change among var'abies
Nonresponse (either through attrition or missing data) in longitudinal data can create analytical
complexities. We do not anticipate any problems 1n the area of nonresponse, for our measures wil! be
based on data generated by tne LPR device itself. police Records Management System and geocoded

data avaiiable for every poiice service area in Mesa during the entire study periocl, and prosecutor and
courticcnviction data The Mesa PD a'so has a stolen vehicle database 'or tracking and describing every
recovered vehicle Su0ervrsors in the 2uto thett unit make sure th:s database 1s up-to-date. We ·vvill use this
database to calcuiate our darnage-to-vehiclc outcon1e measure. Tc the extent possible, v.1e wiil a:so seek
to link ro insurance cor11pany data on dol:ar amounts oaid to victims. it is with the msurance data triat
issues of missing data wiil likely emerge. While the insurance daia will not be part of our main ourcome
measures, we will deal with this by performing separate analyses to determine the characteristics that
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p:-ed1c\ non-response We also have the full cocperat'ron of the MPD to conduct interviews with its Auto

Theft Unit Detectives and oatrol officers to qualitatively assess their experience with the LPR device. Our
team r:as experier:ce implementing icng!tudina! designs. conducting diagnostic testing of longitucilnai data,
and analycing such dat2 (e.g. Taylor et ai. 2001 Taylor. 1999. Davis S Taylor. 1997. Taylor. 1998. 1997)
6. Data sources and data collection procedures: We will colieci five types of data for this project (11
police data and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) information (2) lv!PD auto theft database records.
(3i insurance data (4) prosecutor and court data and (5) lv!PD qualitative interviews and strategy papers
Police data The first type of data wdl involve broad auto theft-related data for the entire city of

Mesa or auto theft enforcement tactics based upon qualilative data from police strategy documents
Secor.d. we wiil collect a vanety of traditional measures oi enforcement activity for the hot spot transit
routes and surrounding blocks to assess for displacement/diffusion effects, including calls for service for
auto theft incident data on auto thefts. f1e!d contacts by officers related to auto theft, and arrest data on
auto the fl -Sources ::.if error in police data ere not insubstantia: (tor a review of this

problem~

see Sherman et

al 1989); however, these d21a provide a relatively efficient way to evaluate both the effectiveness of strategies

and the potential dispracen1ent of au10 theft activity Th.ird, sirnHar to Krirr1mei and Meie (1998), we wili use
GIS to pinpoint hot spots for locations where veh!Cies are stolen. hot transit routes used by auto thieves
and destinat1onidurnping spots w:th!n Mesa for stolen vehicles. We will examine these locations for
predictors of their perseverance. how they adapt to changing police strategies. how these strategies affect
tne number oi auto thefts, and displacement of crime to nearby places Io conduct these G!S analyses, we
will use geo-coded r;oiice data and related city planning data Based on collection of data at the arca level,
as opposed to the 1nd1vidual-level, we do not anticipate havrng any major non-resoonse or missing data
problems. However, if sucn problems anse our learn is skilled in performing non-response analyses.

MPD auto theft database: We will use descr!pt,ve data from the lv1°D auto theft database
describing the stolen venicles (e.g., make model. type of vehicle, vaiue of vehicie) or stoien license plates,
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details on the types of damage to recovered vehicles, and the approxrnate cost of the damage to
recovered vehic!es. The LPR device itse!f collects a variety of daia which is downloaded on a daily basis
into the MPD auto theft database. We will use the tollowmg LPR device-driven data, including the number
of plates scanned trie nurnber of hits'; (i.e., nun1b0r of recovered vehicles and license plates detected or
recovered in the L?R patroi!ed areas) daie and lime data on these ''hits,' the officers name who con!irmsd
the "hit' the GPS coordrnates for the "hit' wnere the piate was read by the LPR device, whether the vehicle
was occupied or empty a; 'the time of the "hit. anc the number of hours the LPR device was used during
:he shift We will also use the device tc assess the integrity of the treatment assignment process and
assess if officers strayed out of their assigned areas. and if so to identify those cases for 'overnde
analysis ' For the control group areas we will rely on the number of license plate quenes originated, and
the number and GPS coordinates of recovered vehicles and stolen license plates recovered in these
control areas as recorded in the MPD auto theft database
Insurance data: /'.side from homicides, motor vehicfe theft is one of the tyoes of crime most likefy
to be reported to police (83% reporting rate in the 2005 NCVS, Catalano, 2006) ..l\ccord1ng to the FB 1• the
estima1ed value of motor vehicies stc!en in the United States in 2000 was almost St.8 billion, a large
amount of which was paid by i::su·ance cornpanres. Whiie we will have data on the estimated damages to
recovered ven1cles frorn the MPD aum thet oatabase we W!li also collect data from irsurance companies
on the amount of dollars they paid t'.J v:cti'GS. This 1n'ormation is available in the MPC auto theft database
but we wrll need to do some ioilow-up work with insurance companies to fill in for cases with missing data.
Prosecutor and court data: We will also link our study data to prosecutor and court records on
the outcome of MPD arrests We wiit examine conviction and dismissal rates for each arrest in our study
sample. Next, we will examine the sentences received by the auto thieves connected to our study areas

(e,g., type of sentence, incarceration rate, iength of sentence, and amount of fines). This information is
tracked already in the MPD auto theft database, but we will need to do some follow-up work with
18

prosecutors and court records management personnel to fi!I in for cases witn m1ss:ng data. Also, there win
be missing data in this area due to the lag time 1n processing cases from arrest through the legal system.

Police qualitative data Our team will review MPD strategy documents and conduct derailed
1nterv1ews and ride-alongs· with auto thert detectives and patrol officers assigned to use the LPR device on
their use of LPR and the dynamics of auto theft probiem. We will also conduct treatment integrity checks by
querying officers on their use of tr1e LPR technoiogy they employed We will also interview a sma!! number
of officers in the control condition who did not use LPR and assess if they followed he study protocols
Also. we wiii design a training program covering data coliect1on details on extracting electronic data and
using data forms ceding procedures qualitative 1nterv1ewing protocols and protecting human subjects

I''
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8. Data analysis
Preliminary analyses First, we will c!ean a!I the data using standard data-cleaning processes to
venfy that the data are correct and conform to a set of rules We will wnte SPSS programs to remove errors
and inconsistencies :n all data files t~ext. we recognize the importance of achieving complete data for aH
of the data collection areas within th;s study, and wrli take a number of steps to assure complete data files
(e.g . trairnng data collection staff and working closely with the MPD admirnmation to im~rove the
qualttyilimeliness of the police databases). While we do not anticipate any problems in the area of
nonresponse. due to the use of offtciai data available on al! of our cases, if necessary PERF will periorrn
non-response analysis by examining whether we get rno:e incomp!ete data for some cases comparec' to
others. This wi!i correct for possible ditferent1ais in missing data. \Ne wii! comoare the rmpact of employing
various ;mputatron-based procedures to fil! in missing values (mean 1rnputat1on, regression imputation. and
nor-ignorable missing-data modeisl for the data forms that are only partially completed.
Descriptive analyses: The first sm of univariate analyses will descnbe the key analytic variables
to summarize the nature of the distribution of our data. P. senes of frequencies wii! be summarized w:th
measures of central tendency. measures of d1soers1on, and point estimates Bivariate cross-tabulations.
companson of means, and a variety of regressions also will be conducted using the mair study variables
Spatial Methods to describe hot spots and to model journey-after-auto-theft: To identify the
spatial-temporal dependencies of auto theft end recovery locations in Mesa. we will use l>Aesa geo-coded
police data, Mesa transportation network data, Mesa census data, and Mesa land use data to examine the
distribution of and the connection between the hot spots of auto theft and recovery locations This part of
20

the study wd! consist of two ma:or components - the analysis of the spatial paiterns of auto theft locations
and stcien vehicle recovery locations and the descnpt1on and modeling of 1ourney-after-auto-thefi Both of
these two tasks will be conducted based on the geo-coded location information of auto thefts and
re:::overies_ For hot spot3 ar'alys[s, giobal seal\: spatlal autocorrelation statistics_ such as

rv~oran s
1

I and

Getis G, will be applied to evaluate the oresence of hot spots and to estimate the spatial extent of hot
spots Local scaie statistics. including Anse!in s USA Get1s G. and Kulldorff SaTScan, wiii be applied to
ide1~tify

the locations of hot spots 1n Mesa to aid the effective placement of the LPR.
The secor,d task of the analysis will focus on the describing the patterns of 1ourney-after-auto-theft

:n Mesa. As Lu (2003) argued. due to the d:verse pumoses of auto thefts, vehicles that are stolen from
close by locations might be related for totally different reasons and deposited at different locations. This
might result in vastly different patterns of journey-after-crime trips. Using lv!PD data, we will classify the
auto thefts into different groups according to the possible purpose of the offense. and wilt mode! journeyafter-au1o-lhei1 patterns separately for each type of trio These ana!yses will be conducted using street
networ> data and ArcGiS Network Ara!yst Fu1t1ermore. using the MPD data for auto theft and recovery
iocations the hot !inks between auto thelt hol spors and wcovery hot spots will be identified 'Crime hot
link" refers to the spatial autocorrelation of the links betvveen a crin1e hot spot and a crime-related \ocation
hot spot (Lu 2005). Combining witn the urbar streei network daia and network analysis. the patterns of hot
linKs between vehicle thef; hot spots and recovery hot spots wili be closely assigned to possible streets to

assist predicting the travet route of vehicle thief's journey-after-auto-theft. LPR enhanced patrol wi\I trien be
randomly 2ss1gned to half of these identified hot tcans1t routes
Hierarchical linear models (HLM): To address our main outcome questions we will use HLM 6
software (developed by Raudenbush et al, 2004). HLlv! provides a lramework and a flex·1ble set of analytic
tools to analyze the special requirements of our clustered data with repeated measures. Essentially, each
of our 128 hot spot transit routes is nested across the four repeated interventions. While we are allowing
:2!

for a lour-month "replenishing penod" after the assignment to the LPR or control condition. we cannot
assume that the four repeated intervention periods are independent That is, "statistical dependency" or
nesting may still be present (e.g., a permanent obstruction on a specific transit route may make 1t more
dift1cul'. tor auto thieves to

~void

detect1ot\ and these conditions would exist across the tour· trme periods)

Nesting occurs when a unit of measurement

IS

a subset of a larger unit and the units clustered

in

the 'arger

urn! might be correlated. Ii ignored tl1is type of dependency can lead to biased estimates (Hox. 2002)
First we will ident fy the level of eacn of the study variables. We will col!ect data on each of the four
intervention periods for each cransit route (our 1evei 1 data) for each overali transit route (our level 2 data)
In the past. h1erarci1icai data were analyzed using conventional regressions but these techniques yie!d
b;ased standard errors and potenr1ally spurious results (Hox, 2002). Also, analyzing only al the aggregate
leve! will iead to a loss of information and power. At level 1 of an HLM the analysis an outcome variable is
predicted as a function of a linear combination of one or more ievel 1 variables, plus an intercept, as so:

where Br:- represents the intercept of group j

61 1represents

the slope of variable X1 of group j. and r,1

represents the residui.tl for individual i within group i On subsequent levels, the level 1 s!ope(s) and
intercept become ciependent var:ables for level 2:
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Yoo and 1'io are intercepts and 1' 01 and 1'11 represent slopes predicting ~o, and ~'i

respectively from variable W1 Through this process we accurately mode! the effects of level 1 variables on
the outcome. and tne effects of level 2 variables on the outcome. In addition. as we are predicting slopes as
we!i as intercepts, we can modei cross-level interact:ons, whereby we can attempt to understand what
explains differences in the relationship between level 1 variables and the outcome

Using HLM we will address the following four main outcome ouestions First, we will assess
whether LF'R technology increases the number of stoien vehicles recovered, both occupied and
unoccupied, :n randomly assigned hot spot transit routes, Second, we will assess whether the increased
number of recoveries due to LPR use increases the number of arrests prosecutions ot auto tr1eft suspects,
and the number of auto thieves receiving cnm1na! sentences (e,g" greater use of incarceration), Third, we
~II

explore whether LPR improves \he earlier 'ecovery of stolen cars, Fourth, we will assess whether a

reduced t1me-to-reccvery reduces the damage to a stolen car and its costs to victims, Here we will assess
time to recovery using discrete-time multilevel t:azard models (see Steele f2003J and Barber, Murphy,
A,x1nn, and Ma oles [2000), who demonstrate how the HLM software developed for multilevel data can be
extended to ciscrete-11me hazard analysis with tnie-vary'ng macro and individual ieval covariates)
Although not strictly necessary because we are working with exoerimental data, we will aiso
introduce a set of covariates to the modeL The introduction of covariates to the model improves the
precision of the treatment comparisons and corrects for any maior imbalances rn the distribution of these
covariates across the treatment and control groups that may have occurred due to chance, adjusts ior the
natural variations between cases within the two comparison grou;is, aHows us to test lor addifional nonexperimental hypotheses, and allow us to specify interaction effects,
Qualitative data analyses: Our qualitative data for this project will onsist of poiice strategy
documents and qualitative interviews with auto theft delec'ives and paUol officers assigned to use the cF'R
device regard,r.g their use of ,_PR and the dynamrcs o'. the au;o thef\ probiem The interviews will be
aud1otaped and transcribed verbatim and wiil be analyzed using an inductive process interview data will
be coded for helping identify tactics and locations for the LPR devices to be used, Also, the interview data
will be used to assess perceived positive and negative effects of the LPR technology, Primary patterns and
themes in the data will be allowed to emerge from the data rather than being imposed on them (Miles &
Huberman, 1994; Patton 1990), Our qualitative data will document the implementation of the LPR program
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rn Mesa and wrli gurde practitioners and other researchers rn replicating the program in other cities, and
provide suggestions for other potential policing applications of LPR technology. The quaiitative data will
provrde rich data on dosage levels for the intervention and will help gurde our rnterpretation of study results

iv Implications for policy and practice
With some exceptions the crime of auto theft has not received much attention by the research
community. This rs somewhat surprisrng given its vast prevalence throughout the US That is, while over a
mrllron vehrc!es are stolen every year. representing over one in ten Part I offenses resorded by the FBI anc
close to $8 billion rn property loss, we know little abouz effective law enforcement approaches to reducing
auto theft Law enforcement agencies need new approaches to address this extensive orobrem, for whiie
most vehrcles are recoverec by polrce, only 13% of the cases result in an arrest (FBI, 2007). One recent
innovation which could serve as a usefu tool :o address this problem is LPR !echnology. LPR is a
relativeiy new technology in the United States. but has been used for many years in tne UI< with impressive
resu11s based on pilot tes1rng While LPR tecl1nology appears to be very promising based largely on
anecdotal and descriptive data. it has yet :o be subjected to rntensive empirical anatysrs. Our proposed
study. through a large scale randomized experiment rn Mesa. will iead to Significant advances and fill a gap
in our understanding of the operation of LPR devices and the likely effects of these devices on the auto
theft problem. If the evaluation, as hypothesrzed. shows measurable benefits to iaw enforcement, agencies
wrll be able to use our results to gain tunding for purchasing LPR systen1s. Our proposed study addresses
one of NIJs rdentified priority topics and addresses the cali for polrce departments to have pracrcai
information that rs going to be useful for guiding their tactics and strategies (Cosner and Loftus, 2005).

v. Management plan/organization
With a mu!tid;scipl!nary project team that has extensive experience and national recognition in
crirnir:ai justice. policing research and management and experimentat design and analysis our tearri, is
ur11queiy quaiifred to c:::1nduct this s\udy (soc P1ppend!x C for resun1es)

PERF rs a Wash1ngtor. D.C-based membership organization of progressive law enforcement chief
executives from ciry, county and state agencies wl10 collectively serve more than half of the country s
population. Established in "976 by 10 prominent police chiefs as a nonprofit organization. PERF has
evolved into one of the leading police think tanks PERY has conducted some of the most innovative
research in the profession on topics such as prob!em-oriented policing, community policing, use of force.
crime prevention police recru'1ting and h1nng practices, violence and v1ctim1zation, racially biased policing.
law enforcement fatigue, agency level measurement, and investigations. Ali of these studies involved
cooperation or collaboration with law enforcement agencies. The quality of PERF's research is indicated

by

continued fundinQ it has received over the

pas~

decades from a number of federa11 agencies

linc 1ud1ng NiJ OJJDP. BJS, GJA. and COPS) as well as private funding sources (e.g. Motoro!a the Ohio
AssociaI!or of Chiefs of Po!ice, and Target)
PERF has a proven ::ack record using ihe :ypes of methods proposed for this project PERF's
Research and Managem·ent Services units have strong capabilities for working with police Records
Managerient Systems (RMS) and related databases and conducting qualitative interviews on a wide
vanety of topics. Witr1 ?E.RF's comrmtted membership and ex.cellent reputation fa; research, we have
consistently achieved very high response rates. PERF has strong capabilities-both in terms of staff
exoertise and technology-for conducting resea1-ch on a variety of topics. Staff members are experienced in
data extraction. RMS data management and cleaning, developing and refining research protocols, research
design, conducting data collection, data management, attrition/missing data analyses and other relevant
analytic techniques appropriate for this project PERF staff are skilled at translating research results into

practical. easy-to-understand material that can be put to use by practitioners PERF publications are used
for training promotion exams and to inform the field about rnnovative approaches to community problems.
Qualifications of Staff
Bruce Taylor, Ph.D., is the Director o1 Research for PERF Dr Taylor is the proposed Principal
Investigator (Pl) for this study. Dr. 1 2ylor (- 20% time on pro1ect) wrll lead the coo•dinatron. management
and 1r1plementat1on of this study Given the r1eavy praclirioner comoonent to the proiec+, PERFs Director
of Management Services. Dr Craig Fraser will lead the police tactical/ management aspects of this study
(see below) Dr. Taylor will handle day-to-day proiect issues, supervise research staff assess progress of
research components,

'ead and co-lead meetings ensure the timely completion of research tasks. oversee the

work of the subcontractor (Tahored Statistical Solutions), and v.ffite study reports/papers for publicatrn/ presentation.
Dr. Taylor has over 15 years of orofessional experience in research design, measurement, survey design,
program evaluation and statistical analysis which he has applied on more than 50 criminai justice research
projects. most of which he r,as direcfed, for federal, state and munic:pal governments and private sources
Dr. Taylor has red six randomized experiments covering e variety of areas in criminal JUSt1ce (1) a
dating vioience prevention cu:riculum in n:lddle schools (Dr. Taylor"s current NlJ study\, (2) a cornrnunity
rape prevention program for young women, (3) a police intervention for domestic violence victims in oub!ic
housing (DVIEP and PSA-2! (4) a police intervention for eider abuse victims, (5) a batterer intervention
program for men rn cornmunrty-based settings. and !6) a baHerer intervention program for men in custodial
settings Dr. 1aylor is also currently reading an NIJ quasi-experiment on conducted energy devices
Dr. Taylor has extensive experience conducting oolice research Dr Taylor developed one of the
first studies on best practices for '1aw enforcement in rdent:fyh1g and responding to transnational en me,
developing the first comprehensive community policing assessment tool. one o1 the few rigorous
randomized experiments on the effects of a policing program on reducing violence, one of the early studies
on community policing in immigrant communities, and an evaluation of a training program for police
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officers. Dr Taylors current policing research involves a variety of studies on police training, police
1·esponses to the mentally ill, po!t oo!ice. policing methamphetamine markets. police leadership styles. use
of DNA evidence by police investigators. officer safety issues, and the use of force by law enforcement.
Craig Fraser, Ph.D., directs PERF s Management Studies practice Dr. Fraser (- 11% time on
pro1ect) wi:i lead the police tactical/management aspects of this study. He will handle day-to-day
management issues. superJise practitioner staff. assess progress of police tactica!/management
components. lead and co-lead meetings ensure the timeiy completion of police tactrcalimanagernent tasks, and
wrrte study reoorts/papers for oublicatron/ presen;atior. He worked at PERF for eight years before leaving to
direct the Public Safety practice area for lvlAXIMUS Inc rn January 2003 He returned to PERF in June
2005 and will serve as a Co-Pl tor this study

Pnor to his initial job at PERF he ne!d a joint oosition as

Direcior of Training, Richmond Police Depanment and Director of the Criminology/Criminal Justice
Program Virginia Union University. He has worked as Planning and Budget Manager for the Santa Ana,
Califorrna Police Department; as Director Training, Education. and A.ccreditat1on Division for the
Massachusetts Metropolitan Police; and Director. Management Information Division. Winston-Salem, NC
Poi1ce Department. Additionally he has held aopointments at Boston University Florida State University,
Washburn University. and the University of Kansas :-le nas managed more than 100 studies of police
agencies and operations -·in t,oth large and small agencies - over the last 12 years Many of the
managerner:l studies focused on the effectiveness of auto theft operations
ln addition to Drs Taylor and Fraser. o\her PERF statt members include Bill Teg1er (Deputy
Director, Management Services). Bruce Kubu (Senior Associate), Kristin Kappelman (Associate), Eileen
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McDermott (Assocrate) and

(Research Assistant) (see resumes in Appendix C).

Stacie Taylor is statistician with Tailored Statistical So 1utions. an Ohio-based small women-owned
statistical analysis firm that was founded in 2001 and has conducted research in education, health care,
justice, and other areas. Stacie Taylor will advise the PERF team on the randomized experimental

sampling plan (helping our team randomly select non-overlapping transit hot spots) and conducting HLM
analys,s, including discrete-time mult11evel hazard models Sne is an expert in HLM analysis and has
conducted seminars in HLM with the l~ational Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH). Most
recently she has used HLM on a large pro:ect 1nvolv1ng the internal Revenue Service and NIOSH

Professor Yongmei Lu is an assistant professor in the Department of Geography and the Texas
Center for Geographic information Science, Sourhwest Texas Staie University Dr. !.u received her Ph.D
in Geograpr1y (emphasizing GIS) from the State Un1vers1ty of New York at Buffalo. Her research has
focused on tl1e application of GIS in crime analysis for police departments, spatial statistics, and
applications 1n urban and regional modeling Dr. Lu is an expert in the spatial analysis of auto theft. having
published numerous papers 111 this area. including pioneering work on the ''journey after crime "Dr. Lu s
role on this pro1ect wi!i be lo conduct GIS analyses/spatra, mode!lng ("journey after crime' analyses)
b4
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Human su/J1eos (see attached Privacy Certificate in Appendix J). The pro1ect will be reviewed by PERFs
IRB. which has a consistent track record for operating an approval system that is fair and ethical.
Task Timeline: The timeline foe the pro1ect (see Gantt chart rn Appendix F) has srx main
corcponents (planning. data collection review of baseline data and development of strategy for placement
of '..PR enhanced pauol rnplemen;at:on of experiment. da'a analysis, and reporting). Task A (planning)
wili cvver the first two

rnon~hs

of the project and inc!udes seven main subtasks (see Append!x F), n1ciuding

items such as. Kickoff meetings l11erature searcn updates, electronic data abstrac\!on form development
and piloting (11·afUng qualitative lnterviev,,i protocols data coUection training, \RB review. and data co!lection
protccors. Task B (data coiiect1on) wiii cover the end of month 2 (initial baseirne) and months 4-22
(additional baselinelfoilow-up collection) and includes eight main subtasks Task C (month 2 and month 3)
will involve presenting to t,~e MPD team promising approaches from our baseline coiiection, reviewing "best
practices' on LPR use

1n other agencies and the updated literature rev:ew Task C will also involve working

with the MPD on a LPR placement/patro! strategy and a response plan to catch car thieves. Task D
(months 4-18) will involve our Stage 3 rmpiernentat!on of the experiment and LPR intervention.
Task E will begin with our qualitative and quantitative analysis of the baseiine data (months 2-3),
and analysis of the follow-up data (months 6-24). Task F begins in Montr 23 with our team writing the Final
Report and deiivering a draft report at the end of Month 24 (allowing the required 90 days prior to the end of

the pmect) We allow for a peer revrew and PERF s response for months 25 and 26 (we also wiif be
working on the other products during these momhs). The 'Final Final' Report will be deiivered in month 27.

vi. Dissemination strategy
PERF has a demonstrated record of effectively disseminating pro3ect matenal and a particularly strong
capacity to convey poiicy"relevant material ro practitioners The prodJcts from this proiect will help rntorm
'aw enforcemen: about tne efteci!veness of LPR technology rn combal!ng auto theft An extens:ve
drssemination pian will be implemented to -each practitioners (e g., pol1c1ng executives). policy rnakers, and
researchers ir order to oroduce a set of findings and recornmendations to help inform the police on
effectively app!yrng LPR technology to combat auto theft We propose the following d1ssem1nation plan

•

A practitioner-focused user-friendly sumrnary document with a clear and concise set of
recornmendations. including the submission of papers to practitioner publications such as Police Cf11ef

•

PERF Pubiicar1ons The research results will be conveyed to approx11nately 1,000 practitioners through
PERF's rn-house publication, Sub;ecl IO DebiJ!e.

0

ERF w:il a!so place selected pro1ect resuits and

papers on PERF s website lwww policeiorurn.org),

*

\Ne are comr:1rted to exposing the oro.1ect results to ~he scrutiny of scientific rev1evv_ and will pursue

peer reviewed publications in refereed 1ourna!s (e g . C11n111101or1v. Po/1cn 011arlerlyj
•

We w1il make conierence presentations (e g., ASC, ACJS. IACP and PERF conferences).

•

Semiannuai progress repons to NlJ and delivery of tr.e f:nai report at the 27 month mark.

•

if requested by NiJ, the execul!ve summary could be the basis for a oub/1cation as part of the NIJ

Research

in

Practice publication series. The final report will contain detailed documentation to allow for

replication of the study The final report package will include an abstract, a 2,500-word summary, a
technical report, a data set for archiving, and a codebook,
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C.

Travei

D:[ps to Mesa by PERF staff - We anticipate two team members making 10 trips (4 days/3 nights
stays) to Mesa, Arizona for meetings, monitoring and data collection Airfare is budgeted at $500 per
person oer trip ($10.0001 Hotel for each traveler is budgeted at $141 per night ($8460). Ground
t1·ansoo1·tation to/from the airport is budgeted at $125 per person per tnp ($2,500). Meals and incidentals
are budgeted at $59 per night for each traveler ($4,720). The subtotal fm the Mesa tnps are $25,680.

Qissemloation of proieci find,nqs at PER.!O and ASC annualmc,e_U0as/conferenc;es by PER= staff.
We ant1crpate two staff membe1·s making ;1resentat1ons at two conferences (American Society of
Crimino!ogy and PE.RFs Annual Conference) We are figu,ing on two nights stay for each of these
conferences For each confe:·ence we are budgeting a:rfare of $500. Hotel for each conference
presenlat;on is budgeted al $141 per nigh' Meals and incidentals are budgeted at $118 per night for each
traveler Grounc transportation to/from the airport is budgeted at $125 oer person pe trip. The subtotal for
the conference trips are $4.'100.

- Total travel expenses for both types of trips amount to a grand total of $29,780.

D.

Equipment

We have budgeted for the purchase of two iaptop computers ($2 500 each) to manage our data
collection process and analyses. Total eqwpment expense amounts to $5,000.

E.

Supplies

Computer supplies (such as oaoer, irk and discs) are budgeted $30 per month for 27 months
Tmal supplies expense ar-1ounls to $810

F.

Construction

None.

G.

Consultants

PERF will make use o' two r:onsulting groups for the pro1ect for a grand total of $24.450 00

1 Iciilor§_Q Sr'3(lliticgii_;iolu:1ono; I.LC (TS Si will advise PERF on ths sampling plan for the
rando'l',ized experiment as well as conduct HUv1 analyses Taiiored Sta\istical Soiutions is an Ohio-based

small women-owned statistical analys•s 'irrn that was founded in 2001 and has conducted research in
education. healthcare justice and other areas. Stacie Taylor of TSS will advise the PER~ team on the

randomized experfmen!ai sampling plan. helo1ng our team randomly select non-overlapping transl: hot
spots and conducting HUA analysis :ncluding discrete-iime multiievei hazard modeis.
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2. PERF wili hire a consultant to do the hard copy and web publication layout and design work for
tre pro;ect reports. We ant1c1pate needing e1gnt days of this type of consu!ration at $300 per day for a total

ot $2_400

H.

Subcontractors

PERF will subcontract with Jr Yongmei Lu, an assistant professor with the Department of
Geograpr1y, and the Texas Center for Geographic !nformat1on Science. Southwest Texas State University.
Dr Lu is an expert

1n the spatial analysis of auto theft having published numerous papers in this area.

ircluding pioneering work on the 'journey after crime.' Dr. Lu s role on this pro1ecl wi!l be to conduct GIS
analyses/spaval modeling ("journey after crime' analyses). We wiii subcontract with Jr. Lu and one of her
graduate students The b'eakdown for Dr Lu s budge! is beiow
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I.

Other Direct Costs (INDIRECT BEARING)

h4, b6

Telephone expenses have been budgeted at $45 per month !or 27 months ($1,215 total)
According to its website the latest version of HLM 6 Software by Sc1ent1fic Software international (SSI) is
$575 General project printing has been budgeted at $30 per month for 27 months ($810 total) Genera!
postage and de11very has been budgeted at $540 for the totai projec'. ($20 per month for 27 mmihs)
lv'trscellaneous expenses are budgeted at $25 per month for 27 months ($675 total). Total Oiher Direct
Costs amount to $3.815

J,

Other Direct Costs (NON-INDIRECT BEARING)

We will purchase two Rerrnngton Eisag Mobile License Plate Systems (Model MPH-900S) for a
cost of $22,500 each. We wili also have a printing company print 1,000 hard copies of our pro1ect report
fer $5 000 (inclusive of mailing the report to our target audience). Total Other Di rec'. Costs (non-indirect
bearing) amount to $50,000

K.

Indirect Costs
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The grand total for the project is $474,764.73.

